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1.1 Introduction
Web content mining tools and its applications are very important today. Because
World Wide Web has a popular place for dissipating and accumulates the
information. Extracting the useful information from web pages becomes essential
task. Web is a medium for accessing the information store in different sources.
Web Mining is a developing research area motivated on resolving these problems.
The various techniques include Web Content Mining, Web Usage Mining, and Web
Structure Mining. Web Pages contain large amount of undesired information, which is
called noisy or irrelevant content. The navigational panel, header, Footer, copyright,
advertisements known as noisy content [1].
Extracting the information from various resources has many problems like finding the
useful information from the web page and ignoring the irrelevant or not useful data
and stay away from noisy information.
However to ignore noisy or irrelevant information and extract useful data and
information we using web content mining tools for better extraction informative data
and information from the web sides [2].

1.2 Problem Statement
They’re a many tools used in extraction the data from the web pages. But these tools
have different accuracy and effectiveness in extraction the data.
The process of chosen the appropriate tool to extract the data from the web pages
considered as problem. In this research we will make evaluation between two tools
(Automation Anywhere and Web Content Extractor) from the tools that use in this
field to determine which of two tools is best in extraction the data from the web
pages.

1.3 Research Objective
This research aims to accomplish the following objectives:
1. To investigate and explore how these tools work.
2. To validate the applicability of the selected tools.
3. To propose a new method to evaluate the tools.

1.4 Research Methodology
1. Selecting and describing the tool.
2. Selecting evaluation parameter.
3. Executing the measurement process.
4. Discuss the results.

1.5 Thesis Structure
The thesis contains five chapters the second chapter contain literature review, which
discusses the web mining background and related work. And the Third chapter
describes web content mining tools and the research methodology. The Fourth
includes the implementation and results discussion. While the fifth chapter includes
conclusions and recommendation

